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NCSOSTOOLS: A COMPUTER ALGEBRA SYSTEM FOR SYMBOLIC AND NUMERICAL COMPUTATION WITH NONCOMMUTATIVE POLYNOMIALS KRISTIJAN CAFUTA, IGOR KLEP1 , AND JANEZ POVH2 Abstract. NCSOStools is a MATLAB toolbox for • symbolic computation with polynomials in noncommuting variables; • constructing and solving sum of hermitian squares (with commutators) programs for polynomials in noncommuting variables. It can be used in combination with semidefinite programming software, such as SeDuMi or SDPT3 to solve these constructed programs. This paper provides an overview of the theoretical underpinning of these sum of hermitian squares (with commutators) programs, and provides a gentle introduction to the primary features of NCSOStools.



1. Introduction Starting with Helton’s seminal paper [Hel02], free semialgebraic geometry is being established. Among the things that make this area exciting are its many facets of applications. A nice survey on applications to control theory, systems engineering and optimization is given in [dOHMP08], while applications to mathematical physics and operator algebras have been given by the second author [KS08a, KS08b]. Unlike classical semialgebraic (or real algebraic) geometry where real polynomial rings in commuting variables are the objects of study, free semialgebraic geometry deals with real polynomials in noncommuting (NC) variables and their finite dimensional representations. Of interest are various notions of positivity induced by these. For instance, positivity via positive semidefiniteness or the positivity of the trace. Both of these can be reformulated and studied using sums of hermitian squares (with commutators) and semidefinite programming. We developed NCSOStools as a consequence of this recent interest in noncommutative positivity and sums of (hermitian) squares (SOHS). NCSOStools is an open source MATLAB toolbox for solving such SOHS problems using semidefinite programming. As a side product our toolbox implements symbolic computation with noncommuting variables in MATLAB. Date: 1 March 2009. 2000 Mathematics Subject Classification. Primary 11E25, 90C22; Secondary 08B20, 13J30, 90C90. Key words and phrases. noncommutative polynomial, sum of hermitian squares, commutator, semidefinite programming, Matlab toolbox. 1 Partially supported by the Slovenian Research Agency (project no. Z1-9570-0101-06). 2 Supported by the Slovenian Research Agency (project no. 1000-08-210518). 1
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There is a certain overlap in features (mainly on the level of symbolic computation) with Helton’s NCAlgebra package for Mathematica [HMS09], however our primary interest is with the different notions of positivity and sum of hermitian squares (with commutators) problems and we feel MATLAB is the optimal framework for studying these. Readers interested in solving sums of squares problems for commuting polynomials are referred to one of the many great existing packages, such as SOSTOOLS [SOS09, PPSP05], GloptiPoly [HLL09], or YALMIP [YAL09, L¨04]. This paper is organized as follows. The first section fixes notation and introduces terminology. Then in Section 2 we introduce the central objects, sums of hermitian squares and use these to study positive semidefinite NC polynomials. The natural correspondence between sums of hermitian squares and semidefinite programming is also explained in some detail. Section 3 is brief, works on the symbolic level and introduces commutators and cyclic equivalence. These notions are used in Section 4 to study trace positive NC polynomials using sums of hermitian squares and commutators. Such representations can again be found using semidefinite programming. Section 5 touches upon two notions of convexity. The last two sections contain a detailed listing of all commands available in NCSOStools together with examples of their usage; Section 6 deals with symbolic computation and Section 7 is for numerics and positivity. 1.1. Notation. We write N := {1, 2, . . . }, R for the sets of natural and real ¯ be the monoid freely generated by X ¯ := (X1 , . . . , Xn ), i.e., numbers. Let hXi ¯ consists of words in the n noncommuting letters X1 , . . . , Xn (including the hXi empty word denoted by 1). ¯ of polynomials in n noncommuting variables We consider the algebra RhXi ¯ ¯ are linear X = (X1 , . . . , Xn ) with coefficients from R. The elements of RhXi ¯ and are called NC polynomials. The combinations of words in the n letters X ¯ is the degree of f length of the longest word in an NC polynomial f ∈ RhXi and is denoted by deg f . We shall also consider the degree of f in Xi , degi f . ¯ is called the Similarly, the length of the shortest word appearing in f ∈ RhXi min-degree of f and denoted by mindeg f . Likewise, mindegi f is introduced. If the variable Xi does not occur in some monomial in f , then mindegi f = 0. For instance, if f = X13 − 3X3 X2 X1 + 2X4 X12 X4 , then deg f = 4, mindeg f = 3,



deg1 f = 3,



deg2 f = deg3 f = 1,



deg4 f = 2,



mindeg1 f = 1,



mindeg2 f = mindeg3 f = mindeg4 f = 0. ¯ is called a monomial An element of the form aw where 0 6= a ∈ R and w ∈ hXi and a its coefficient. Hence words are monomials whose coefficient is 1. ¯ with the involution ∗ that fixes R ∪ {X} ¯ pointwise and thus We equip RhXi reverses words, e.g. (X12 − X2 X3 X1 )∗ = X12 − X1 X3 X2 . ¯ is the ∗-algebra freely generated by n symmetric letters. Let Hence RhXi ¯ denote the set of all symmetric elements, that is, Sym RhXi ¯ = {f ∈ RhXi ¯ | f = f ∗ }. Sym RhXi
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The involution ∗ extends naturally to matrices (in particular, to vectors) over ¯ For instance, if V = (vi ) is a (column) vector of NC polynomials vi ∈ RhXi. ¯ then V ∗ is the row vector with components v ∗ . We shall also use V t to RhXi, i denote the row vector with components vi . 2. Positive semidefinite NC polynomials A symmetric matrix A ∈ Rs×s is positive semidefinite if and only if it is of the form B t B for some B ∈ Rs×s . In this section we introduce the notion of sum of hermitian squares (SOHS) and explain its relation with semidefinite programming. An NC polynomial of the form g ∗ g is called a hermitian square and the set of ¯ all sums of hermitian squares will be denoted by Σ2 . A polynomial f ∈ RhXi ¯ For example, is SOHS if it belongs to Σ2 . Clearly, Σ2 ( Sym RhXi. ¯ X1 X2 + 2X2 X1 6∈ Sym RhXi,



¯ \ Σ2 , X12 X2 X12 ∈ Sym RhXi



2 + X1 X2 + X2 X1 + X1 X22 X1 = 1 + (1 + X2 X1 )∗ (1 + X2 X1 ) ∈ Σ2 . ¯ is SOHS and we substitute symmetric matrices A1 , . . . , An of If f ∈ RhXi ¯ then the resulting matrix f (A1 , . . . , An ) is the same size for the variables X, positive semidefinite. Helton [Hel02] proved (a slight variant of) the converse ¯ and f (A1 , . . . , An )  0 for all symmetric of the above observation: if f ∈ RhXi matrices Ai of the same size, then f is SOHS. For a beautiful exposition, we refer the reader to [MP05]. The following proposition (cf. [Hel02, §2.2] or [MP05, Theorem 2.1]) is the noncommutative version of the classical result due to Choi, Lam and Reznick ([CLR95, §2]; see also [Par03, PW98]). The easy proof is included for the sake of completeness. ¯ is of degree ≤ 2d. Then f ∈ Σ2 if Proposition 2.1. Suppose f ∈ Sym RhXi and only if there exists a positive semidefinite matrix G satisfying (1)



f = Wd∗ GWd ,



¯ of degree ≤ d. where Wd is a vector consisting of all words in hXi Conversely, given such a positive semidefinite matrix G with rank r, one can ¯ of degree ≤ d such that construct NC polynomials g1 , . . . , gr ∈ RhXi (2)



f=



r X



gi∗ gi .



i=1



The matrix G is called a Gram matrix for f . P ∗ 2 Proof. If f = i gi gi ∈ Σ , then deg gi ≤ d for all i as the highest degree terms cannot cancel. Indeed, otherwise by extracting all the appropriate highest ¯ \ {0} degree terms hi with degree > d from the gi we would obtain hi ∈ RhXi satisfying X (3) h∗i hi = 0. i
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By substituting symmetric matrices for variables in (3), we see that each hi vanishes for all these substitutions. But then the nonexistence of (dimensionfree) polynomial identities for tuples of symmetric matrices (cf. [Row80, §2.5, §1.4]) implies hj = 0 for all j. Contradiction. Hence we can write gi = Gti Wd , where Gti is the (row) vector P consisting of ∗ ∗ t the coefficients of gi . Then gi gi = Wd Gi Gi Wd and setting G := i Gi Gti , (1) clearly holds. Conversely, G ∈ RN ×N of rank r satisfying (1), Pr given at positive semidefinite N ×1 write G = i=1 Gi Gi for Gi ∈ R . Defining gi := Gti Wd yields (2). Example 2.2. In this example we consider NC polynomials in 2 variables which we denote by X, Y . Let f = 1 − 2X + 2X 2 + Y 2 − 2X 2 Y − 2Y X 2 + 2Y XY + 2Y X 2 Y.  t Let V be the subvector 1 X Y XY of W2 . Then the Gram matrix for f with respect to V is given by  1 −1 0 a  2 −a −2 G(a) := −1 . 0 −a 1 1 a −2 1



2



(That is, f = V ∗ G(a)V .) This matrix is positive semidefinite if and only if a = 1 as follows easily from the characteristic polynomial of G(a). Moreover, G(1) = C t C for   0 1 C = 10 −1 1 −1 −1 . From  t CV = 1 − X + XY X − Y − XY it follows that f = (1 − X + XY )∗ (1 − X + XY ) + (X − Y − XY )∗ (X − Y − XY ) ∈ Σ2 . The problem whether a given polynomial is SOHS is therefore a special instance of a semidefinite feasibility problem. This is explained in detail in the following two subsections. 2.1. Semidefinite programming. Semidefinite programming (SDP) is a subfield of convex optimization concerned with the optimization of a linear objective function over the intersection of the cone of positive semidefinite matrices with an affine space. More precisely, given symmetric matrices C, A1 , . . . , Am of the same size over R and a vector b ∈ Rm , we formulate a semidefinite program in standard primal form (in the sequel we refer to problems of this type by PSDP) as follows: (PSDP)



inf hC, Gi s. t. hAi , Gi = bi , i = 1, . . . , m G  0.



Here h·, ·i stands for the standard scalar product of matrices: hA, Bi = tr(B ∗ A). The dual problem to PSDP is the semidefinite program in the standard dual form (DSDP)



sup hb, P yi s. t. i yi Ai  C.
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P Here y ∈ Rm and the difference C − i yi Ai is usually denoted by Z. The importance of semidefinite programming was spurred by the development of efficient methods which can find an ε-optimal solution in a polynomial time in s, m and log ε, where s is the order of matrix variables G and Z and m is the number of linear constraints. There exist several open source packages which find such solutions in practice. If the problem is of medium size (i.e., s ≤ 1000 and m ≤ 10.000), these packages are based on interior point methods, while packages for larger semidefinite programs use some variant of the first order methods (see [Mit09] for a comprehensive list of state of the art SDP solvers and also [PRW06, MPRW09]). Our standard reference for SDP is [Tod01]. 2.2. Sums of hermitian squares and SDP. In this subsection we present a ¯ conceptual algorithm based on SDP for checking whether a given f ∈ Sym RhXi is SOHS. Following Proposition 2.1 we must determine whether there exists a positive semidefinite matrix G such that f = Wd∗ GWd , where Wd is the vector of all words of degree ≤ d. This is a semidefinite feasibility problem in the matrix variable G, where the constraints hAi , Gi = bi are implied by the fact that for each product of monomials w ∈ {p∗ q | p, q ∈ Wd } the following must be true: X (4) Gp,q = aw , p,q∈Wd p∗ q=w



where aw is the coefficient of w in f (aw = 0 if the monomial w does not appear in f ). Any input polynomial f is symmetric, so aw = aw∗ for all w, and equations (4) can be rewritten as X X (5) Gu,v + Gu,v = aw + aw∗ ∀w ∈ {p∗ q | p, q ∈ Wd }, u,v∈Wd u∗ v=w



u,v∈Wd u∗ v=w∗



or equivalently, (6)



hAw , Gi = aw + aw∗



∀w ∈ {p∗ q | p, q ∈ Wd },



where Aw is the symmetric matrix defined by   2; if u∗ v ∈ {w, w∗ }, w∗ = w, 1; if u∗ v ∈ {w, w∗ }, w∗ = 6 w, (Aw )u,v =  0; otherwise. Note: Aw = Aw∗ for all w. As we are interested in an arbitrary positive semidefinite G = [Gu,v ]u,v∈W satisfying the constraints (6), we can choose the objective function freely. However, in practice one prefers solutions of small rank leading to shorter SOHS decompositions. Hence we minimize the trace, a commonly used heuristic for matrix rank minimization. Therefore our SDP in the primal form is as follows: (SOHSSDP )



inf hI, Gi s. t. hAw , Gi = aw + aw∗ G  0.



∀w ∈ {p∗ q | p, q ∈ Wd }
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(Here and in the sequel, I denotes the identity matrix of appropriate size.) To reduce the size of this SDP (i.e., to make Wd smaller), we may employ the following simple observation: ¯ let mi := mindegi f , Mi := degi f , m := Proposition 2.3. Let f ∈ Sym RhXi, 2 2 mindeg f deg f , M := . Set 2 2 ¯ | mi ≤ degi w ≤ Mi for all i, m ≤ deg w ≤ M }. V := {w ∈ hXi Then f ∈ Σ2 if and only if there exists a positive semidefinite matrix G satisfying f = V ∗ GV . Proof. This follows from the fact that the highest or lowest degree terms in a SOHS decomposition cannot cancel. Example 2.4 (Example 2.2 revisited). Let us return to f = 1 − 2X + 2X 2 + Y 2 − 2X 2 Y − 2Y X 2 + 2Y XY + 2Y X 2 Y. We shall describe in some detail (SOHSSDP ) for f . ¿From Proposition 2.3, we obtain  t V = 1 X Y XY Y X . Thus G is a symmetric 5 × 5 matrix and there will be 17 matrices Aw , as |{u∗ v | u, v ∈ V }| = 17. In fact, there are only 13 different matrices Aw as Aw = Aw∗ . Here is a sample: "0 0 0 1 1# "0 0 0 0 0# AY X = AXY =



0 0 1 1



0 1 0 0



1 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



,



AXY 2 X =



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 0



0 0 0 2



.



These two give rise to the following linear constraints in (SOHSSDP ): G1,XY + GX,Y + GXY,1 + G1,Y X + GY,X + GY X,1 = hAXY , Gi = aXY + aY X = 0, 2GY X,Y X = hAXY 2 X , Gi = 2aXY 2 X = 0, where we have used aw to denote the coefficients of f and the entries of V enumerate the columns, while the entries of V ∗ enumerate the rows of G. Observe that the second constraint tells us that the (Y X, Y X) entry of G is zero. As we are looking for a positive semidefinite G, the corresponding row and column of G can be assumed to be identically zero. That is, the last entry of V is redundant (cf. Example 2.2). A further reduction in the vector of words needed is presented in [KP09] and its implementation in NCSOStools is NCsos. 3. Commutators and zero trace NC polynomials It is well-known and easy to see that trace zero matrices are sums of commutators. Less obvious is the fact (not needed in this paper) that trace zero matrices are commutators [Sho37, AM57]. In this section we present the corresponding theory for NC polynomials and describe how it is implemented in NCSOStools. Most of the results are taken from [KS08a].
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¯ is Definition 3.1. An element of the form [p, q] := pq − qp for p, q ∈ RhXi ¯ called a commutator. Two NC polynomials f, g ∈ RhXi are called cyclically cyc equivalent (f ∼ g) if f − g is a sum of commutators: f −g =



k X



¯ (pi qi − qi pi ) for some k ∈ N ∪ {0} and pi , qi ∈ RhXi.



i=1 cyc



Example 3.2. 2X 3 Y + 3XY X 2 ∼ X 2 Y X + 4Y X 3 as 2X 3 Y + 3XY X 2 − (X 2 Y X + 4Y X 3 ) = [2X, X 2 Y ] + [X, XY 2 ] + [4X, Y X 2 ]. The following remark shows that cyclic equivalence can easily be tested. Remark 3.3. ¯ we have v cyc ¯ such (a) For v, w ∈ hXi, ∼ w if and only if there are v1 , v2 ∈ hXi cyc that v = v1 v2 and w = v2 v1 . That is, v ∼ w if and only if w is a cyclic permutation of v. P P (b) Two polynomials f = w∈hXi ¯ aw w and g = ¯ bw w (aw , bw ∈ R) are w∈hXi ¯ cyclically equivalent if and only if for each v ∈ hXi, X X aw = bw . ¯ w∈hXi cyc w ∼v



¯ w∈hXi cyc w ∼v



cyc



Given f ∼ g and an n-tuple of symmetric matrices A of the same size, tr f (A) = tr g(A). The converse is given by the following tracial Nullstellensatz: ¯ be Theorem 3.4 (Klep-Schweighofer [KS08a]). Let d ∈ N and f ∈ Sym RhXi of degree ≤ d satisfying (7)



tr(f (A1 , . . . , An )) = 0 cyc



for all symmetric A1 , . . . , An ∈ Rd×d . Then f ∼ 0. The cyclic equivalence test has been implemented under NCSOStools - see NCisCycEq. 4. Trace positive NC polynomials A notion of positivity of NC polynomials weaker than that via positive ¯ is called semidefiniteness considered in §2, is given by the trace: f ∈ RhXi trace positive if tr f (A) ≥ 0 for all tuples of symmetric matrices A of the same size. Clearly, every f ∈ Σ2 is trace positive and the same is true for every NC polynomial cyclically equivalent to SOHS. However, unlike in the positive semidefinite case, the converse fails. That is, there are trace positive polynomials which are not cyclically equivalent to SOHS, see [KS08a, Example 4.4] or [KS08b, Example 3.5]. Nevertheless, the obvious certificate for trace positivity has been shown to be useful in applications to e.g. operator algebras [KS08a] and mathematical physics [KS08a], so deserves a systematic study here. Let ¯ | ∃g ∈ Σ2 : f cyc Θ2 := {f ∈ RhXi ∼ g}
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denote the convex cone of all NC polynomials cyclically equivalent to SOHS. By definition the elements in Θ2 are exactly the polynomials which are sums of hermitian squares and commutators. ¯ is an element of Θ2 can be done again Testing whether a given f ∈ RhXi using SDP (the so-called Gram matrix method ) as observed in [KS08b, §3]. A slightly improved algorithm reducing the size of the SDP needed is given by the following theorem. ¯ let mi := Theorem 4.1. Let f ∈ RhXi, deg f M := 2 . Set



mindegi f , 2



Mi :=



degi f 2 ,



m :=



mindeg f , 2



¯ | mi ≤ degi w ≤ Mi for all i, m ≤ deg w ≤ M }. V := {w ∈ hXi Then f ∈ Θ2 if and only if there exists a positive semidefinite matrix G satiscyc fying f ∼ V ∗ GV . cyc



Proof. Suppose f ∼ V ∗ GV for some positive G = P P ∗semidefinite G. Then Gi Gti for some vectors Gi and V ∗ GV = gi gi , where gi = Gti V . Thus f ∈ Θ2 . cyc P ∗ Conversely, suppose f ∼ gi gi . We claim that each gi is in the linear span of V . Assume otherwise, say one of the gi contains a word w with degj w < mj . Let hi denote the sum of all monomials of gi whose corresponding words have degj less than mj . Let ri = gi − hi . Then (8) X X X X X X cyc f ∼ gi∗ gi = (hi + ri )∗ (hi + ri ) = h∗i hi + h∗i ri + ri∗ hi + ri∗ ri . Since each monomial w in h∗i ri , ri∗ hi and ri∗ ri has degi w ≥ 2mi , none of these can be cyclically equivalent to a monomial in h∗i hi . Thus X X cyc X ∗ cyc X ∗ 0 ∼ hi hi , f ∼ hi ri + ri∗ hi + ri∗ ri . However, this implies hi = 0 for all i (see [KS08b, Lemma 3.2]; or also the proof of Proposition 2.1), contradicting the choice of w. The remaining cases (i.e., a word w in one of the gi with degi w > Mi or deg w < m or deg w > M ) can be dealt with similarly, so we omit the details. Testing whether a NC polynomial is a sum of hermitian squares and commutators (i.e., an element of Θ2 ) has been implemented under NCSOStools as NCcycSos. 4.1. Trace-optimization of NC polynomials. In this subsection we present a “practical” application of SOHS decompositions modulo cyclic equivalence, namely approximating global minima of NC polynomials. The minimum of an NC polynomial with respect to positive semidefiniteness has been discussed in [KP09, §5], so we focus on the trace minimum of an NC polynomial f , that is, the largest number f ? making f − f ? trace positive. Equivalently, f ? = inf{tr f (A) | A an n-tuple of symmetric matrices of the same size}.
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(A word of caution: tr denotes the normalized trace, i.e., tr I = 1.) This number is hard to compute but a good approximation can be given using sums of hermitian squares and commutators. For this we define (SDPtr−min )



f sohs = sup λ s. t. f − λ ∈ Θ2 .



We denote the problem above by SDPtr−min , since it is an instance of semi¯ Let W be a vector consisting definite programming. Suppose f ∈ Sym RhXi. 1 ¯ of all monomials from hXi with degree ≤ 2 deg f and degree in Xi at most 1 2 degi f . Assume the first entry of W is 1. Then (SDPtr−min ) rewrites into sup f0 − hE11 , Gi s. t. f − f0 G



cyc



∼ 



W ∗ (G − G11 E11 )W 0.



(Here f0 is the constant term of f and E11 is the matrix with all entries 0 except cyc for the (1, 1) entry which is 1.) The condition f − f0 ∼ W ∗ (G − G11 E11 )W translates into linear constraints on the entries of G by Remark 3.3. Proposition 4.2. f ? ≥ f sohs . The inequality might be strict. cyc ¯ Proof. If λ ∈ R is such that f −λ ∈ Θ2 , then f −λ ∼ g ∈ Σ2 for some g ∈ RhXi. Thus tr f (A) = tr(g(A)) + λ ≥ λ. The second statement follows from the fact that trace positive NC polynomials need not be sums of hermitian squares and commutators. For an explicit example we refer the reader to [KS08a, Example 4.4] or [KS08b, Example 3.5].



In general (SDPtr−min ) does not satisfy the Slater condition. That is, there does not exist a strictly feasible solution in general. Nevertheless: Theorem 4.3. (SDPtr−min ) satisfies strong duality, i.e., its optimal value coincides with the optimal value of the dual SDP. ¯ is of degree ≤ 2d and its trace is bounded from below. Proof. Suppose f ∈ RhXi 2 Let Θ≤2d denote the cone of all sums of hermitian squares and commutators of degree ≤ 2d, i.e., cyc



¯ | deg f ≤ 2d, f ∼ Θ2≤2d = {f ∈ RhXi



t X



¯ of degree ≤ d}. gi∗ gi , t ∈ N, gi ∈ RhXi



i=1



Then (SDPtr−min ) can be rewritten as: (Primal)



sup ε s. t. f − ε ∈ Θ2≤2d .



¯ ≤2d → R The dual cone of Θ2≤2d is the set of all linear maps Sym RhXi which are nonnegative on Θ2≤2d ; note that these automatically vanish on all ¯ ≤2d to denote the set of all (symmetric) NC commutators. (We use Sym RhXi polynomials of degree ≤ 2d.)
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¯ ≤2d . Claim: The cone Θ2≤2d is closed in Sym RhXi Proof: This is a straightforward modification of [MP05, Proposition 3.4], so we omit it. Let us now return to the SDP. The dual problem to (Primal) is given by:



(Dual)



inf L(f ) ¯ ≤2d → R is linear s. t. L : Sym RhXi L(1) = 1 ¯ ≤d L(p∗ p) ≥ 0 for all p ∈ RhXi ¯ ≤d . L(pq − qp) = 0 for all p, q ∈ RhXi



Let f and f denote the optimal value of (Primal) and (Dual), respectively. We claim that f = f . Clearly, f ≤ f . To prove the converse note that L(f −f ) ≥ 0 for all L in the dual cone of Θ2≤2d . This means that f −f belongs to the closure of Θ2≤2d , so by the Claim, f − f ∈ Θ2≤2d . Hence also f ≥ f . ¯ ≤2d is not bounded from below. Then for every Now suppose f ∈ Sym RhXi λ ∈ R there exists a tuple of symmetric matrices A such that tr(f − λ)(A) = tr f (A) − λ < 0. Define ¯ ≤2d → R, g 7→ tr g(A). L : Sym RhXi Then L(f ) < λ. As λ was arbitrary, this shows that (Dual) is unbounded, hence strong duality holds in this case as well. Trace-optimization of NC polynomials is implemented in NCSOStools, where the optimal solution of (Primal) is computed by calling the routine NCcycMin. 5. Convex and trace convex NC polynomials 5.1. Convex NC polynomials. Motivated by consideration in engineering system theory (cf. [dOHMP08] for a modern treatment), Helton and McCul¯ is lough [HM04] studied convex NC polynomials. An NC polynomial p ∈ RhXi convex if it satisfies p(tA + (1 − t)B)  tp(A) + (1 − t)p(B) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and for all tuples A, B of symmetric matrices of the same size. Convexity can be rephrased using second directional derivatives and sums of ¯ consider hermitian squares. Given p ∈ RhXi, ¯ H) ¯ = p(X ¯ + H) ¯ − p(X) ¯ ∈ RhX, ¯ Hi. ¯ r(X, ¯ H) ¯ ∈ RhX, ¯ Hi ¯ is defined to be Then the second directional derivative p00 (X, ¯ ¯ ¯ Alternatwice the part of r(X, H) which is homogeneous of degree two in H. tively, 2 ¯ ¯ ¯ H) ¯ = d p(X + tH) |t=0 . p00 (X, dt2 ¯ = X1 X2 X1 , then p00 (X, ¯ H) ¯ = 2(X1 H2 H1 + H1 X2 H1 + For example, if p(X) H1 H2 X1 ). ¯ is convex if and only if p00 is a sum of By [HM04, Theorem 2.4], p ∈ RhXi ¯ ¯ hermitian squares in RhX, Hi. Thus this is easily tested using NCSOStools and has been implemented under NCisConvex0.
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However, the convexity test can be simplified and greatly improved using [HM04, Theorem 3.1]: every convex NC polynomial p is of degree ≤ 2. Hence ¯ will appear in p00 . The Gram matrix G for p00 is therefore a only variables H unique scalar matrix, so testing for convexity of p is simply checking whether G is positive semidefinite. See NCisConvex. For a different type of convexity test we refer the reader to [CHSY03]. ¯ is trace 5.2. Trace convex NC polynomials. An NC polynomial p ∈ RhXi convex if it satisfies tr p(tA + (1 − t)B) ≤ t tr p(A) + (1 − t) tr p(B) for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 and for all tuples A, B of symmetric matrices of the same size. As with convexity, tracial convexity can be rephrased using second directional derivatives: p is trace convex if and only if p00 is trace positive. However, this is hard to check, so we have instead implemented the test for the stronger condition p00 ∈ Θ2 , see NCisCycConvex. We remark that for NC polynomials in one variable, p is trace convex if and only if p00 ∈ Θ2 , a result due to Chris Nelson et al. at UCSD. Equivalently: p is convex as a polynomial of one commuting variable. ¯ is trace convex if and only if p00 ∈ Θ2 We do not know whether p ∈ Sym RhXi in general.
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6. NCpoly basic manipulation In this section we describe the part of the package NCSOStools developed for basic manipulation with NC polynomials. At first we need to introduce noncommuting variables in the MATLAB workspace. This is done using NCvars: 6.1. NCvars(varargin). description: NCvars(varargin) constructs symbolic noncommuting variables. NCvars, when called with no arguments lists the symbolic NCvariable objects in the workspace. arguments: no arguments or strings which are valid variable names (a valid variable name is a character string of letters, digits and underscores, with length ≤ namelengthmax, where the first character is a letter, and the name is not a keyword) output: symbolic noncommuting variables possible usage: NCvars(varargin), NCvars example: >> NCvars x y z >> NCvars ’x’ ’y’



’z’



Once NC variables have been introduced, we can define NC polynomials and perform basic computations with them. The following standard MATLAB commands have been extended to include computations with NC polynomials: plus, minus, uminus, times, mtimes, power, mpower, prod, sum, transpose, diag, tril, triu, eq, ne, isequal, char, horzcat, vertcat. For a slightly more detailed description of these we refer the reader to http://ncsostools.fis.unm.si/documentation/ Here is a small sample of how to use these commands: example: >> f=-2*(x+x*y)*(y+y*x)+4*(x-3*y)^2 f = 4*x^2-14*x*y-2*x*y*x-2*x*y^2-2*x*y^2*x-12*y*x+36*y^2 >> g=x*y*(7+x+y+y*x)+6*y*x g = 7*x*y+x*y*x+x*y^2+x*y^2*x+6*y*x >> f+2*g ans = 4*x^2+36*y^2 >> A=[x x+y;x-y y];B=[x y]; >> C=[x*(2*x+y)*x-x*(x+y)*y, (y+x*y)^2+y*(x^2-y-y*x)]; >> B*A^2-C ans = y*x^2-y^3 x^3+2*x^2*y-x*y*x*y >> triu([A^2 A; B B],1) ans = 0 x^2+2*x*y+y^2 0 0 0 0



x x-y 0



x+y y y



We now proceed to describe some more advanced operations with NC polynomials.
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6.2. ctranspose(f ). description: g=ctranspose(f ) is called for the syntax f 0 and computes the involution of the polynomial f . If f is a matrix of NCpolys, this command also applies complex conjugate transpose at the same time. arguments: f is an NCpoly representing a polynomial or matrix of NCpolys output: NCpoly representing the involution of the polynomial f possible usage: f 0 , ctranspose(f ) example: >> [x*y^2-x*y,2*x*y]’ ans = -y*x+y^2*x 2*y*x 6.3. NCsimplify(f ). description: g=NCsimplify(f ) simplifies the polynomial f and writes its monomials shortly using exponents regardless of the parameter value set in the global option file NCparam.m. arguments: NCpoly representing the polynomial f or matrix of NCpolys output: simplified NCpoly whose monomials are written with exponents possible usage: NCsimplify(f ) example: >> NCsimplify(x*x*x*x*y*y*x*x*y-x^2+x*x) ans = x^4*y^2*x^2*y 6.4. NCexpand(f ). description: g=NCexpand(f ) simplifies the polynomial f and writes its monomials in expanded form without using exponents regardless of the parameter value set in NCparam.m. arguments: NCpoly representing the polynomial f or matrix of NCpolys output: simplified NCpoly whose monomials are written without exponents possible usage: NCexpand(f ) example: >> NCexpand([x^4*y^2*x^2*y+x*x-x^2,x^2*y^3]) ans = x*x*x*x*y*y*x*x*y x*x*y*y*y 6.5. NCeval(f ,subst). description: g=NCeval(f ,subst) evaluates a polynomial f with substitutions defined in a row cell subst. arguments: f is an NCpoly representing a polynomial, subst is a row cell of substitutions output: NCpoly where given substitutions are done in f possible usage: NCeval(f ,subst) example: >> NCeval(x^2+x*y,{{x,x+y},{y,1}}) ans = x+x^2+x*y+y+y*x+y^2 >> NCeval(x^2+x*y,{x,[1 2;3 4]}) ans = 7+y 10+2*y 15+3*y 22+4*y
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7. NCSOSTools commands In this section we describe the numerical components of the NCSOStools toolbox dealing mainly with SOHS and SOHS modulo cyclic equivalence. 7.1. NCsetPrecision(precision). description: NCsetPrecision(precision) sets the precision to be used in numerical calculations. It is the smallest value that is considered to be nonzero in NCsos, NCmin, NCdiff, NCisConvex0, NCcycSos, NCcycMin, NCisCycConvex, . . . and overrides the value set in the global option file NCparam.m. NCsetPrecision, when called with no arguments returns the current precision. arguments: no arguments or a numerical value for the precision output: new or current precision possible usage: NCsetPrecision, NCsetPrecision(precision) example: >> NCsetPrecision ans = 1.0000e-008 >> NCsetPrecision(5e-18) ans = 5.0000e-018 7.2. NCresetPrecision. description: NCresetPrecision resets the precision – the smallest value that is considered to be nonzero in numerical calculations (NCsos, NCmin, NCdiff, NCisConvex0, NCcycSos, NCcycMin, NCisCycConvex, . . .) – to the value set in NCparam.m. arguments: no arguments output: default precision possible usage: NCresetPrecision example: >> NCresetPrecision ans = 1.0000e-008 7.3. NCsetSolver(solvername). description: NCsetSolver(solvername) sets the solver to be used for SDP in NCsos, NCmin, NCdiff, NCisConvex0, NCcycSos, NCcycMin, NCisCycConvex, . . . and overrides the value set in the global option file NCparam.m. NCsetSolver, when called with no arguments returns the current solver. arguments: no arguments or a string for the SDP solver (currently SeDuMi or SDPT3 are supported) output: new or current solver possible usage: NCsetSolver, NCsetSolver(solvername) example: >> NCsetSolver(’sedumi’) ans = SeDuMi >> NCsetSolver(’sdpt3’) ans = SDPT3
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7.4. NCsos(f ,precision,messages). description: [IsSohs,X,base,sohs,g] = NCsos(f ,precision,messages) checks whether the polynomial f is SOHS. arguments: f is an NCpoly representing a polynomial. With precision we can set the smallest value that is considered to be nonzero in numerical calculations; if the command is called without it, we assume the precision set with the command NCsetPrecision or the value set in NCparam.m. Messages is used to optionally turn on (1) and off (0) verbose output; default value is 1 (on). output: IsSohs equals 1 if the polynomial f is SOHS and 0 otherwise. X is the Gram matrix solution of the corresponding SDP returned by the solver. Base is a list of monomials which appear P in the SOHS decomposition. is a list of monomials mi with f = i m∗i mi , g is P Sohs ∗ the NCpoly i mi mi . possible usage: NCsos(f ), NCsos(f ,precision), NCsos(f ,precision,messages) example: >> f=y*x^2*y-y*x*z+4*y*z^2*y-z*x*y+z^2; >> [IsSohs,X,base,sohs,g]=NCsos(f) *************** Polynomial is SOHS ************ IsSohs = 1 X = 1.0000 -0.0000 -1.0000 -0.0000 4.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 base = ’x*y’ ’z*y’ ’z’ sohs = x*y-z 2*z*y 7.21e-006*z g = y*x^2*y-y*x*z+4*y*z^2*y-z*x*y+1.000000000051984*z^2 >> [IsSohs,X,base,sohs,g]=NCsos(f,1e-4) *************** Polynomial is SOHS ************ IsSohs = 1 X = 1.0000 -0.0000 -1.0000 -0.0000 4.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 1.0000 base = ’x*y’ ’z*y’ ’z’ sohs = x*y-z 2*z*y g = y*x^2*y-y*x*z+4*y*z^2*y-z*x*y+z^2 7.5. NCmin(f ,precision). description: [epsilon,X,base,sohs,g] = NCmin(f ,precision) computes the maximal ε such that the polynomial f − ε is SOHS.
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arguments: f is an NCpoly. With precision we can set the smallest value that is considered to be nonzero in numerical calculations; if the command is called without it, we assume the precision set with the command NCsetPrecision or the value set in NCparam.m. output: epsilon is the maximal number such that f −epsilon is SOHS, X is the Gram matrix solution of the corresponding SDP returned by the solver, base is a vector of monomials appearing in the SOHS decomposition of f −epsilon, sohs is the SOHS decomposition of the polynomial f −epsilon and g is the NCpoly representing this SOHS decomposition possible usage: NCmin(f ), NCmin(f ,precision) example: >> f=2*x+2*x^2+x*y+2*y+y*x+y^2; >> [epsilon,X,base,sohs,g]=NCmin(f,1e-4) epsilon = -1.0000 X = 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 2.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 1.0000 base = ’’ ’x’ ’y’ sohs = 1+x+y x g = 1+2*x+2*x^2+x*y+2*y+y*x+y^2 7.6. NCdiff(f, g,precision). description: [epsilon,sohs,h] = NCdiff(f, g,precision) computes the maximal ε such that the polynomial f − ε ∗ g is SOHS. arguments: f and g are NCpolys. With precision we can set the smallest value that is considered to be nonzero in numerical calculations; if the command is called without it, we assume the precision set with the command NCsetPrecision or the value set in NCparam.m. output: epsilon is the maximal number such that f −epsilon∗g is SOHS, sohs is the SOHS decomposition of the polynomial f −epsilon∗g and h is the NCpoly representing this SOHS decomposition possible usage: NCdiff(f, g), NCdiff(f, g,precision) example: >> f=x^2-x^2*y-y*x^2+y*x^2*y+4*y^2;g=x*y+y*x-2*y*x*y; >> [epsilon, sohs, h]=NCdiff(f,g,1e-3) ***** Optimal solution found: epsilon_max = 2.000000 ***** epsilon = 2.0000 sohs = x-x*y-2*y h= x^2-x^2*y-2*x*y-2*y*x-y*x^2+y*x^2*y+4*y*x*y+4*y^2 7.7. NC2d(f ). description: [g,varnew] = NC2d(f ) computes the second derivative of the polynomial f :  d2  g = lim 2 f (vars + t h) , t→0 dt
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where h = (h1 , h2 , . . . , hn ) and the polynomial f in variables vars does not contain any of the variables h1 , h2 , . . . arguments: NCpoly representing the polynomial f output: g is an NCpoly representing the second derivative of the polynomial f , varnew is a cell containing all NCvars and h possible usage: NC2d(f ) example: >> [g,var]=NC2d(x^2+x*y-z^3) g = 2*h1^2+2*h1*h2-2*h3^2*z-2*h3*z*h3-2*z*h3^2 var = ’x’ ’h1’ ’y’ ’h2’ ’z’ ’h3’ 7.8. NCisConvex0(f ,precision). description: [isConvex,g,sohs] = NCisConvex0(f ,precision) checks if the polynomial f is convex, i.e., if its second derivative is SOHS. arguments: f is an NCpoly. With precision we can set the smallest value that is considered to be nonzero in numerical calculations; if the command is called without it, we assume the precision set with the command NCsetPrecision or the value set in NCparam.m. output: isConvex equals 1 if the polynomial f is convex and 0 otherwise, g is an NCpoly representing the second derivative of the polynomial f and sohs is a SOHS decomposition for g if f is convex possible usage: NCisConvex0(f ), NCIsConvex0(f ,precision) example: >> [isConvex,g,sohs]=NCisConvex0(2*x^2-x*y-y*x+y^2) isConvex = 1 g = 4*h1^2-2*h1*h2-2*h2*h1+2*h2^2 sohs = 2*h1-h2 h2 7.9. NCisConvex(f ). description: isConvex = NCisConvex(f ) checks if the polynomial f is convex without SDP. arguments: f is an NCpoly output: isConvex equals 1 if the polynomial f is convex and 0 otherwise possible usage: NCisConvex(f ) example: >> isConvex=NCisConvex(x^2+x*y+y*x+2*y^2+z^2-1) isConvex = 1 7.10. NCisCycEq(f ,g). description: iscyceq = NCisCycEq(f ,g) checks whether polynomials f and g are cyclically equivalent, i.e., whether f − g is a sum of commutators.
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arguments: f and g are NCpolys. If the function is called with only one parameter, g is assumed to be 0. That is, NCisCycEq(f ) checks whether f is a sum of commutators. output: iscyceq equals 1 if polynomials f and g are cyclically equivalent and 0 otherwise possible usage: NCisCycEq(f ,g), NCisCycEq(f ) example: >> NCisCycEq(x^2*y*x+y*x^3,2*x*y*x^2) ans = 1 7.11. NCcycEqRep(f ). description: g=NCcycEqRep(f ) constructs a canonical cyclically equivalent representative of the polynomial f . arguments: f is an NCpoly output: g is an NCpoly representing a polynomial cyclically equivalent to f possible usage: NCcycEqRep(f ) example: >> NCcycEqRep(x^2*y*x+y*x^3+x*y*x+x^2*y-2*y*x^2) ans = 2*x^3*y 7.12. NCcycSos(f ,precision,messages,V ). description: [IsCycEq,X,base,sohs,g] = NCcycSos(f ,precision,messages,V ) checks whether the polynomial f is cyclically equivalent to SOHS. arguments: f is an NCpoly. With precision we can set the smallest value that is considered to be nonzero in numerical calculations; if the command is called without it, we assume the precision set with the command NCsetPrecision or the value set in NCparam.m. Messages is used to optionally turn on (1) and off (0) verbose output; default value is 1 (on). V is a column of monomials to be used as a basis in the SOHS decomposition. V is optional; if the command is called without it, it is constructed automatically. output: IsCyceq equals 1 if the polynomial f is cyclically equivalent to SOHS and 0 otherwise, X is the Gram matrix solution of the corresponding SDP returned by the solver, base is a list of monomials which appear in the SOHS decomposition, is a list of monomialsPmi such P sohs ∗ that f is cyclically equivalent to i mi mi , g is the NCpoly i m∗i mi cyclically equivalent to f possible usage: NCcycSos(f ), NCcycSos(f ,precision), NCcycSos(f ,precision,messages), NCcycSos(f ,precision,messages,V ) example: >> f = x^4-2*x^2*y+y^2+x*y-y*x; >> [IsCycEq,X,base,sohs,g] = NCcycSos(f,1e-4) IsCycEq = 1 X = 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -1.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 1.0000
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base1 = ’’ ’y’ ’x’ ’x*y’ ’y*x’ ’x*x’ sohs = -x^2+y g = x^4-x^2*y-y*x^2+y^2 7.13. NCcycMin(f ,precision,V ). description: [opt,X,base,sohs,g] = NCcycMin(f ,precision,V ) computes the maximal epsilon such that f −epsilon is cyclically equivalent to SOHS. arguments: f is an NCpoly. With precision we can set the smallest value that is considered to be nonzero in numerical calculations; if the command is called without it, we assume the precision set with the command NCsetPrecision or the value set in NCparam.m. V is a column of monomials to be used as a basis in the SOHS decomposition. V is optional; if the command is called without it, it is constructed automatically. output: opt is the maximal epsilon making f −epsilon cyclically equivalent to SOHS, X is the Gram matrix solution of the corresponding SDP returned by the solver, base is a vector of monomials appearing in the SOHS decomposition of the polynomial cyclically equivalent to the f −epsilon, sohs is the SOHS decomposition of the polynomial cyclically equivalent to f −epsilon, g is the NCpoly representing this SOHS decomposition possible usage: NCcycMin(f ), NCcycMin(f ,precision), NCcycMin(f ,precision,V ) example: >> f=x^4-4*x^2*y+8*y+4*y^2-4*x^2; >> [opt,X,base,sohs,g] = NCcycMin(f,1e-3) opt = -4.0000 X = 4.0000 4.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 -2.0000 4.0000 4.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -2.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 -2.0000 -2.0000 -0.0000 0.0000 0.0000 1.0000 base = ’’ ’y’ ’x’ ’x*y’ ’y*x’ ’x*x’ sohs = 2-x^2+2*y g = 4-4*x^2+x^4-2*x^2*y+8*y-2*y*x^2+4*y^2 1We use the empty word ’ ’ to denote the monomial 1.
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7.14. NCisCycConvex(f ,precision). description: [iscConvex,g,sohs,h] = NCisCycConvex(f ,precision) checks if the second directional derivative of a polynomial is cyclically equivalent to a SOHS. arguments: f is an NCpoly. With precision we can set the smallest value that is considered to be nonzero in numerical calculations; if the command is called without it, we assume the precision set with the command NCsetPrecision or the value set in NCparam.m. output: iscConvex equals 1 if the second directional derivative of a polynomial f is cyclically equivalent to a SOHS and 0 otherwise, g is an NCpoly representing the second derivative of the polynomial f , sohs 00 is a list of monomials m that the second derivative Pi such P ∗ f of f is ∗ cyclically equivalent to i mi mi , h is the NCpoly i mi mi cyclically equivalent to f 00 possible usage: NCisConvex0(f ), NCIsConvex0(f ,precision) example: >>f = 1+2*x^2+x*y+2*y^2; >> [iscConvex,g,sohs,h] = NCisCycConvex(f,10e-5) iscConvex = 1 g = 4*h1^2+2*h1*h2+4*h2^2 sohs = 0.5*h1+2*h2 1.937*h1 h = 4.00003225*h1^2+h1*h2+h2*h1+4*h2^2



8. Conclusions In this paper we present NCSOStools: a computer algebra system for working with noncommutative polynomials with a special focus on methods determining whether a given NC polynomial is a sum of hermitian squares (SOHS) or is cyclically equivalent to SOHS (i.e., is a sum of hermitian squares and commutators). NCSOStools is an open source MATLAB toolbox freely available from our web site: http://ncsostools.fis.unm.si/ The package contains several extensions, like computing SOHS lower bounds and checking for convexity or trace convexity of given NC polynomials. Moreover, functions have been implemented to handle cyclic equivalence. Most of the methods rely on semidefinite programming therefore the user should provide an SDP solver. Currently SeDuMi [SeD09] and SDPT3 [TTT09] are supported, while other solvers will be added in the future. NCSOStools can handle NC polynomials of medium size, while larger problems may run into trouble for two reasons: the underlying SDP is too big for the state-of-the-art SDP solvers or the (combinatorial) process of constructing the SDP is too exhaustive. The ongoing research will mainly concern the second issue (with improvements for sparse NC polynomials or NC polynomials with symmetries). Also methods to produce exact rational solutions from numerical solutions given by SDP solvers will be implemented, in the spirit of [PP08].
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